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Fragmentation statistics of large H2O and NH3 clusters from molecular-dynamics simulations
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~Received 6 December 2002; published 25 April 2003!

The fragmentation statistics of (H2O)N and (NH3)N clusters (N5100–1000! is investigated by molecular-
dynamics simulations. The fragment size distributions are found to be well described by power laws over a
wide range of excitation energies. The maximum fragment size depends linearly on the cluster size. A compact
analytical model, implying the maximum fragment size and the power-law exponent of the fragment size
distribution, is shown to fit the average fragment size profiles quite well. It is demonstrated that the proposed
relationship can be used to predict reliable fragment size distributions, starting from fits of the maximum and
the average fragment sizes.
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Fragmentation is a very appealing investigation topic
at least the following reasons: first, the omnipresence of fr
mentation processes in nature, on very different space
time scales; second, the rather particular character of the
tems investigated so far; third, the still open issue regard
the hypothetical existence of a universal mechanism gov
ing fragmentation.

For the class of percolation clusters in particular, intens
theoretical studies have been done, mainly based on the
ing ansatzPN(s);s2fG(s/N) for the formation probability
of a fragment of sizes from a cluster of sizeN @1–4#. Ed-
wardset al. @1# applied simulations and exact enumeration
investigate this scaling law for bond percolation cluste
while Debierre@2# deduced from large-scale simulations t
exact fragmentation exponentf51.548. Campiet al. @3# re-
ported fragment size distributions from high-energy nucl
collisions, which are also remarkably well reproduced b
percolation model, too. Grosset al. @5# studied the fragmen
tation phase transition in atomic clusters.

Topics regarding the energy redistribution and fragmen
tion behavior of large water clusters, in particular, have b
addressed by Svanberget al. @6# in their molecular-dynamics
~MD! study on the collision dynamics of large water cluste
Fragmentation experiments on large ammonia and w
clusters using electron impact ionization have been repo
by Bobbertet al. @7#.

The primary objective of the present work was to inve
tigate the fragmentation statistics of large water and am
nia clusters by molecular dynamics, on the basis of a real
site-site intermolecular potential. To achieve this goal, ess
tially ~a! equilibrium geometrical structures and~b! fragment
size distributions have been calculated.

Both the H2O and NH3 monomers were considered to b
rigid. The interactions of the H2O molecule were modeled b
the TIP4P transferable intermolecular potential funct
~with four interaction sites! of Jorgensenet al. @8#, inten-
sively used in the last two decades in simulations of aque
solutions and clusters. For the NH3 molecule, the five-site
potential of Impey and Klein@9# was employed, which ha
proved successful in simulations of liquid ammonia and
structural and spectroscopic properties of clusters@10#.
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The MD integrator employed was the Verlet algorithm
the quaternion representation, known to have fair ene
conservation properties. We have used throughout a time
of 0.2 fs, typically ensuring a relative energy conservat
error of less than 1024.

For both molecular species, clusters of siz
N5100–1000, with an increment of 100 molecules, we
prepared by simulated annealing. For the temperature,
usual definition, as the mean kinetic energy per degree
freedom, was adopted. The initial configuration of each cl
ter was chosen to be a sphere cut from the respective cr
~cubic ice for water@11#; for crystalline ammonia see@12#!.
After an initial uniform heating at 150 K~by assigning ran-
dom, properly normalized velocities to all molecules!, the
crystal spheres were cooled off for 100 ps, by removing
of the kinetic energy at each time step. For each cluster s
the energetically lowest of 10 different relaxed configu
tions was adopted as the equilibrium structure.

The equilibrium configurations for the water clusters w
N5100 and 1000 are depicted in Fig. 1. It can be notic
that the original crystalline arrangement is preserved to
extent increasing with the cluster size, the weight of t
amorphous outer shell decreasing concomitantly. The qu
tative behavior of the NH3 clusters is absolutely similar.

The size dependence of the binding energies of the e
librium structures found is characterized by the almost c
stant valuesEbind/N546.55 kJ/mol for the water cluster
and Ebind/N529.51 kJ/mol for the ammonia clusters. Th
maximal extent and the gyration radius of the H2O clusters
can be very accurately represented by the fitsRmax

FIG. 1. Geometrical equilibrium structures of the cluste
(H2O)100 and (H2O)1000.
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52.762N0.3986andRgyr51.245N0.3595, respectively, with ex-
ponents quite close to the intuitive value of 1/3. The dep
dences in the case of the NH3 clusters are Rmax
53.876N0.3336andRgyr51.508N0.3330.

In order to characterize the extent to which the clus
structures preserve the initial crystalline arrangement, we
fined the ‘‘crystallinity’’

x5(
i

^r i•r i
c&/(

i
^r i

c
•r i

c&

as the normalized projection of the final atomic positionsr i

onto the corresponding crystalline positionsr i
c . The calcu-

lated crystallinity values suggest the cluster size depende

x512aN2b

and the regression yieldsa51.662 andb50.572 for H2O.
However, a quite reasonable fit results also by using
single-parameter functional withb52/3 ~intuitively, the
crystallinity should increase toward 1 by a quantity invers
proportional to the surface-to-volume ratio!. The optimized
parameter for H2O in this case isa52.761.

The excitation mechanism leading to fragmentation w
chosen of extreme simplicity, avoiding artifacts which mig
have arisen from particular excitations and thus preserv
the generality of the results. Concretely, all molecules
quire initially random velocities, normalized according to t
temperature.

The excitation temperatures considered for H2O wereT
51500, 1650, 2000, 2500, and 3000 K, corresponding
total excitation energies between 0.8Ebind and 1.6Ebind (Ebind
being the binding energy of the cluster!. Since, statistically,
the H2O clusters survive unfragmented below this tempe
ture range, lower temperatures were not considered.
similar reasons, the NH3 clusters were heated toT51000,
1100, 1200, 1300, and 1500 K, corresponding to total e
tation energies between 0.8Ebind and 1.3Ebind.

Each fragmentation trajectory was propagated at cons
energy for about 10 ps, until the overall extent of the fra
ment cloud exceeded four times the initial extent. At the e
of the trajectory, the individual fragments were identified
a recursive labeling algorithm, which basically extends
fragments gradually by molecules which lie within a cuto
distance. The cutoff was defined as the minimum interm
lecular distance in the relaxed cluster increased by 1 Å.

In order to achieve reliable statistics, an ensemble of
identical clusters was fragmented for each molecular spec
excitation temperature, and cluster size, and the resu
profiles were averaged. Thus, the fragment size distribu
PN(s) specifies the average number of fragments of e
particular sizes resulting from the cluster of sizeN, and is
normalized such that(ssPN(s)51.

Several general findings may be obtained by inspec
the typical fragmentation profiles presented in Fig. 2 for
relaxed (H2O)1000 and (NH3)1000 clusters. First, the profiles
for larger excitation temperatures imply relatively mo
small fragments at the expense of the larger ones, reflec
the fact that larger energy inputs split the original cluster i
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smaller fragments. Second, all profiles are affected by sta
tical fluctuations in the region of larger and inherently le
frequent fragment sizes. Third, in the lower-temperature
gion, the profiles for both molecular species clearly exhi
power-law behavior,

PN~s!;s2fN, ~1!

similar to the thoroughly investigated percolation cluste
@2#. The overall features of the fragmentation profiles a
similar to those found in the distributions obtained by Sva
berget al. @6# from simulations of the collision dynamics o
large water clusters.

The fragmentation of the H2O clusters above 2500 K
(Eexc>1.3Ebind) seems to be somewhat better described
stretched exponentials. In the case of NH3, the transition to
stretched exponentials occurs at 1500 K~i.e., again forEexc
>1.3Ebind).

The maximum fragment sizessmax,N featured by the cal-
culated distributions appear to vary linearly with the clus
size and the slopes decrease with increasing tempera
The profiles for the water clusters are plotted in Fig. 3.
deed, the plots are expected to be delimited by the first
sector,smax,N5N, corresponding to the limiting caseT50
~where no fragmentation takes place!, and the horizontal line
smax,N51, corresponding toT→` ~when all clusters are

FIG. 2. Fragment size distributions for the (H2O)1000 and
(NH3)1000 clusters.
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completely fragmented down to monomers!. The dependence
of the maximum fragment size on the cluster size can thu
represented as

smax,N511a~N21!. ~2!

The values obtained by regression for the parametera sug-
gest that its dependence on the excitation temperature
simple exponential decay:

a~T!5a1 exp~2a2T!. ~3!

The temperature fits yielda1533.5827 anda252.4472
31023 K21 for the water clusters, while for the ammon
clustersa153298.27 anda257.835231023 K21.

The only available size-resolved experimental data s
from the fragmentation experiments by electron impact
water and ammonia clusters reported by Bobbertet al. @7#.
Figure 6 of their paper presents the linear dependence o
number of evaporated molecules on the initial cluster s
By subtracting the reported figures from the correspond
cluster sizes, one obtains just the measured maximum~re-
sidual! fragment sizes. Their dependence on the initial cl
ter size is linear, in qualitative agreement with our mod
even though the excitation mechanisms are quite differe

The cluster size dependences of the average fragment
^s&N for the various excitation temperatures are shown
Fig. 4 for the NH3 clusters. Absolutely similar dependenc
are obtained for the H2O clusters. The profiles are aga
delimited by the lineŝ s&N5N and ^s&N51 for the same
reasons as in the case ofsmax,N . By definition, the average
fragment size is given by

^s&N5

(
s51

smax,N

s2PN~s!

(
s51

smax,N

sPN~s!

.

FIG. 3. Maximum fragment size as a function of the size of
original (H2O)N cluster.
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An approximate analytic expression may be read
obtained by replacing the sums by integrals ((s51

smax,N
•••

.*1
smax,N

•••ds) and by using the power-law distribution~1!:

^s&N5
22fN

32fN

smax,N
32fN21

smax,N
22fN21

. ~4!

For known values of the power-law exponentfN and of the
maximum fragment sizesmax,N , this relation should provide
consistently an estimate of the average fragment size^s&N .
For practical applications, however, this is hardly the ca
Whereas measurements are likely to providesmax,N and
^s&N , the fragment size distribution itself is more difficult t
obtain. Instead, relation~4! can be used in conjunction with
theN dependence ofsmax,N @Eq. ~2!# to deconvolve the frag-
mentation information obtainingfN , and thus to predict the
fragment size distribution.

The plots of the power-law exponentfN ~shown in Fig. 5
for the NH3 clusters! suggest a simple power-law depe
dence on the cluster size:

fN5bN2c. ~5!

Relations~2!, ~4!, and~5! define explicitly the average frag
ment sizê s&N as a function of the cluster sizeN, with ad-
justable parametersb andc. This set of equations was used
simultaneously fit the cluster size dependences of the a
age fragment size and of the power-law exponents. The
timized values of the parametersb and c for the various
temperatures suggest the exponential dependences

b~T!5b01b1 exp~2b2T!, ~6!

c~T!5c1 exp~2c2T!. ~7!

The actual fit yields for the H2O clustersb053.1976, b1
5494.22, b253.130831023 K21, c159.3408, and c2
52.296931023 K21. The values for the NH3 clusters are

FIG. 4. Average fragment size as a function of the size of
original (NH3)N cluster and fit curves~see text!.
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b053.1895, b15233 574, b258.933431023 K21, c1

515.3306, andc253.436331023 K21.
The appropriateness of model~4! and the quality of the

presented multidimensional fits can be judged from the ty
cal results shown in Fig. 6. Here, along with the simula
fragment size distributions for the cluster (H2O)500 heated at
T51650 K andT52500 K, respectively, there have bee
plotted the corresponding curves resulting by using
model ~2!, ~4!, and~5!, together with the temperature fits o
the implied parametersa(T), b(T), and c(T). It is worth
reemphasizing that the continuous linesare notdirect fits of
the simulated fragment sizes. Equally good agreemen
found between the simulated fragmentation profiles and
proposed model in the case of the ammonia clusters.

The slight discrepancies between model and observat
occurring in the low-temperature region are due to the inh
ently more significant fluctuations. To overcome these, lar
ensembles of observations are needed. The discrepanc
large excitation energies~beyond 1.3Ebind) are caused by the
gradual transition of the profiles into stretched exponenti
However, the fair overall agreement validates the model

FIG. 5. Dependence of the power-law exponents of the fragm
size distributions on the size of the initial (NH3)N clusters.
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justifies its applicability for extracting the exponents of t
fragment size distribution from maximum and average fra
ment sizes.

In conclusion, the fragment size distributions are found
be well described by power laws for excitation energies up
1.3Ebind and by stretched exponentials at larger excitat
energies. The power-law exponents show power-law dep
dence on the cluster size themselves, while the maxim
fragment size depends linearly on the cluster size. A sim
analytical model, implying the maximum fragment size a
the power-law exponent of the fragment size distribution,
the average fragment size profiles quite well. The propo
model can be used conversely to predict reliable fragm
size distributions starting from fits of the maximum and a
erage fragment sizes. The dependence of the model pa
eters on the excitation temperature~energy! is given solely
by exponential decays.
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nt
FIG. 6. Simulated fragment size distributions and profiles

sulted from model~2!–~7! for the (H2O)500 cluster heated atT
51650 K andT52000 K, respectively.
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